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Electronic Orders 

SalesLogic 

 

 

Quick Reference Guide 

Delivery of SalesLogic orders via Electronic Orders 

 

Users of SalesLogic can submit their approved radio orders electronically to their traffic system, if they are 

subscribed to Marketron’s Electronic Orders service.  This eliminates the need to re-key most of the order 

details into the station’s traffic system. 

The integration between SalesLogic and Marketron’s Electronic Orders service is automatic.  No additional 

steps are required for the user workflow within SalesLogic. 

Within SalesLogic, a manager will review and approve an order in the typical fashion.  For any orders on 

stations that participate in Marketron’s Electronic Orders service, the SalesLogic “Export” action will do two 

things: 

1. The order is transmitted to Marketron’s servers, for delivery and import into the traffic system.  

2. The order continues to its next step in the SalesLogic system, appearing on the Orders Exported 

list. 

Sample SalesLogic Order Approval Screen 

 

SalesLogic utilizes an internal queue to transmit orders to Marketron’s servers.  A delay of a minute or two 

before actual transmission to Marketron’s servers is not uncommon. 
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Within a few minutes, Marketron’s EOI service will receive the order, and the order will be processed in one 

of the following ways: 

Order management 
platform in use at site: 

  How the eOrder is further processed: 

 
Orders 

The order will appear under Orders > Third Party Orders, where it can be 
reviewed, modified (if necessary) and then published to traffic. 

Marketron Exchange 
Client Application 

The Exchange Client app will place the order into a designated folder, from 
which your traffic system can import it. 

 

Eventually, the traffic operators will remove older orders from the traffic area of SalesLogic, but order 

history always remains available in the client record in SalesLogic. 
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